Uplift modeling is an emerging machine learning approach for estimating the treatment effect at an individual or subgroup level. It can be used for optimizing the performance of interventions such as marketing campaigns and product designs. Uplift modeling can be used to estimate which users are likely to benefit from a treatment and then prioritize delivering or promoting the preferred experience to those users. An important but so far neglected use case for uplift modeling is an experiment with multiple treatment groups that have different costs, such as for example when different communication channels and promotion types are tested simultaneously. In this paper, we extend standard uplift models to support multiple treatment groups with different costs. We evaluate the performance of the proposed models using both synthetic and real data. We also describe a production implementation of the approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Uplift modeling [1] - [8] is a technique to estimate and predict the individual-level or subgroup-level causal effects of different treatments in an experiment. This type of information is useful for designing and offering a personalized experience to improve user experience, satisfaction, and engagement. Uplift modeling is therefore commonly used in areas such as marketing, customer service, and product offering.
It is helpful to think about uplift modeling in the context of randomized experiments (also known as A/B testing [9] - [11] ). In a typical experiment, users are randomly assigned to each treatment group and causal effects are then estimated for the population. Generally, the treatment that yields the best overall effect is selected and launched to all users. The uplift modeling approach also often starts with a randomized experiment to collect the data to train the model. However, a major difference is that the uplift model estimates the treatment effect at an individual or subgroup-level. This allows for a more optimal policy for launching the treatments: each individual can be allocated to the treatment group that the model predicts to have the optimal treatment effect for them.
As an example, a marketing manager may have multiple channels to reach out to a user (email, mail, SMS, in-app notification, customer service phone call, etc.) to provide support or information, an A/B testing can be used to estimate which channel would yield the best overall user engagement, and then this winning channel will be applied to all users. But if the marketing manager knows the preferred channel for each user, then he or she can reach out through each user's preferred channel. The uplift model would provide such estimation on the preferred experience the user would like to have to enable personalized experience.
Uplift modeling is different from standard predictive models in marketing in that it attempts to predict the treatment effect rather than whether or not a user is likely to convert or not. These two are not necessarily the same. For example, a user might have a high probability to convert in any case, independently of whether he or she receives a marketing communication. This type of user would have a high conversion probability in a standard predictive model. However, his or her predicted uplift would not likely be very high because his or her propensity to convert even in the absence of the marketing campaign. Uplift modeling is needed because a high treatment effect and a high probability to convert do not necessarily coincide.
The focus of this paper is to discuss and evaluate uplift modeling approaches for two common practical challenges: (1) when there are multiple treatment groups present and (2) when there are different costs associated with the treatments. The existing literature on uplift modeling has largely focused on the situation where there is just one treatment and one control. However, a large proportion of randomized experiments in the industry have multiple treatment groups. This is because industry experimenters typically have a number of options they want to test, such as different versions of a product feature, different channels for reaching out, different products to recommend, different promotions to send out, etc.
There are a few existing uplift modeling methods proposed for multiple treatment groups (such as [4] , [8] ), however, there are sparse existing implementations of the state-ofthe-art algorithms in the multi-treatment context to support industry applications. It also leads to little evidence as to which algorithms in fact are state-of-the-art in the multi-arm context in practice in terms of model accuracy and computation performance. In this paper we aim to bridge this gap by extending two meta-learner models ( [3] , [12] ) originally designed for one treatment and one control case to multiple treatment group case, and then providing empirical evaluation across different models. The advantages of the meta-learners are fast computation speed and easy to implement as they can leverage the existing implementation of standard classification and regression models.
Another gap we aim to bridge is the following. Most uplift modeling literature has focused on the situation in which there is one outcome metric to optimize, without any constraints or weights on different treatments. However, this is rarely the situation in industry experiments. Consider a marketing manager who wants to identify the most suitable promotion out of many potential candidates to be sent to each user. Using uplift modeling, he or she could identify the treatment for each individual that results in, say, the highest probability of conversion. However, this information is usually not sufficient for the marketing manager to make a decision between the treatment groups because each of the groups have different costs associated with them. To find the best policy, the marketing manager needs to optimize for conversion while taking into account the cost of each treatment.
The cost for a treatment can happen when the treatment experience is served to users, such as when a customer agent makes a phone call or sends paper mail. But it can also happen when a certain event is triggered. For example, an email with a promotion costs almost nothing to send, but there is a cost to the company when the user redeems the promotion. In addition, the cost can be generalized to describe potential inconveniences for users. For example, sending an irrelevant notification to a user may cause them to unsubscribe from communications. Such costs should be considered in practice during optimization. Consequently, the algorithms developed below can take these different types of costs into account.
The algorithms have been implemented in a Python package as a horizontal solution for uplift modeling at Uber. In addition, we are in progress of implementing the described models in an automated on-demand machine learning platform. The necessary inputs for the uplift modeling creation on the platform include user cohort, the target variable (e.g. conversion), user features, and the randomized experiment tag for collecting the training data. The output of the platform is a trained uplift model and predicted uplift scores at a user level rendered to other services or dumped into a data file such as a HIVE table [13] .
The contributions of this paper include: • Extending meta-learners (X-Learner [3] and R-Learner [12] ) to support the multiple treatments case • Proposing a net value optimization framework by modifying the meta-learners to maximize the outcome with treatment cost considered for multiple treatments • Empirically evaluating the proposed algorithms using synthetic and real datasets • Describing an approach and design to implement the uplift modeling as a platform solution The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section II, we review the existing literature related to our work. Section III briefly discusses the motivation and basic idea of uplift modeling. And then Section V moves to the specific problem of uplift modeling with multiple treatment groups and discuss the problem of multiple treatments with different costs. Then, Section VI introduces the algorithms we compare in the empirical evaluation. Section VII then compares the performance of these algorithms using both synthetic dataset and real dataset from an experiment. Section VIII describes the system design for implementing the uplift modeling at scale as a platform solution. Finally, Section IX concludes the paper with a discussion on the results.
II. RELATED WORK
Early work in the uplift modeling framework (including [1] , [4] , [7] , [14] , [15] ) did not explicitly frame uplift modeling as a causal inference task, but the focus of these authors is using machine learning to determine the individuals in an experiment that benefit the most from a treatment. By contrast, there are researchers focused on making statistical inference for heterogeneous treatment effect (rather than finding the optimal treatment). Early proposals to use machine learning to estimate heterogeneous treatment effects include [16] - [18] . More recent work in this tradition include the contributions by [6] , [19] - [23] . The majority of this literature doesn't make an explicit connection to the uplift modeling approach, although the task it considers is analogous. The review by Gutierrez and Gerardy [2] establishes the connection between these two areas of research.
The meta learning approach to uplift modeling, which we develop further in this paper, is based on combining standard machine learning approaches to estimate how treatment effects vary across subgroups. One of the simplest models, which we will call the "Two Model" approach, is based on fitting a separate model for the control and treatment observations and combining these to estimate heterogeneous treatment effects. An early example of such an approach can be found in [14] . More recently, [12] , [24] , [25] have developed more complex and better performing meta-learning approaches.
There are a few existing papers that consider uplift modeling with multiple treatment groups. Rzepakowski and Jaroszewicz [4] put forward decision tree based methods for uplift modeling that use one of the following splitting criteria: Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, squared Euclidean distance (ED) and chi-squared divergence. The authors compare the KL and ED based models to a few baseline approaches, including the Two Model method, using the Area Under the Uplift Curve (discussed in detail below) as the criterion. Using datasets from the UCI repository [26] but with simulated treatment effects, the authors found that their proposed methods outperform the baselines in the two-treatment case. They also demonstrate the benefits of applying uplift modeling in the multiple treatments context. Zhao and Fang [8] propose the Contextual Treatment Selection (CTS) algorithm, which extends to an arbitrary number of treatments. They compare the CTS method against the Two Model approach implemented with various machine learning algorithms and using a synthetic dataset with multiple treatments. The study finds that the CTS approach outperforms the Two Model method in the multiple treatments case. The CTS method is also compared against the Two Model approach and a third method implemented in [27] using real datasets with a two-arm design, where CTS algorithm shows a better result for optimization task.
It is also worth briefly mentioning the closely related field of multi-armed bandits [28] in which the focus is on online learning algorithms with an exploration-exploitation trade-off. The standard multi-armed bandit approach tries to identify the optimal treatment for all users irrespective of the characteristics of the users. Contextual multi-armed bandits [29] - [33] enable personalized experience by finding optimal treatment based on "side information, which could include features related to the users. While online multi-armed bandits focus on the exploration-exploitation trade-off by reallocating the sample iteratively, the uplift modeling approach is based on fixed horizon experiments (standard A/B testing). This focus comes with certain benefits, such as a better statistical power and the ability to avoid certain pitfalls of multi-armed bandits relocation approach, including Simpsons paradox [34] .
An adjacent approach is that of offline contextual bandits. The methods in this family seek to find the optimal action for a user given data of past action responses. [35] - [37] This approach resembles uplift modeling because of its focus on offline data. However, as [38] observe, the goals of the two approaches are subtly different. While offline contextual bandits seek to maximize the expected response to an action, the uplift modeling approach seeks to maximize the expected uplift. Finally, some recent work has sought to unify the approaches. For example, [39] leverages simple uplift modeling approaches (K-Nearest Neighbor and Two Model approach [14] ) in the multi-armed bandit framework.
III. UPLIFT MODELING AS A CAUSAL INFERENCE TASK
It is helpful to understand uplift modeling as a causal inference problem. [2] Here, we are adopting the commonly used Neyman-Rubin causal model that is based on the potential outcomes framework [40] - [43] . Using this approach, we can represent some outcome of interest Y for individual i under treatment condition t as Y i (t). Consider a two-arm trial and let t = 0 for the control condition and t = 1 for the treatment condition. Then, in the potential outcomes framework, we express the causal effect of the treatment as:
Let X denote a vector of features and x i denote the feature values of an individual. Then we can express the conditional average treatment effect (CATE) as:
Early discussions of this quantity can be found in [44] , [45] and a recent review is in [46] . The CATE is of special interest to researchers because it allows them to understand how treatment effects vary depending on the observed characteristics of the population of interest. This is, of course, exactly the information that is needed to target treatments effectively in the population. Consequently, uplift modeling can be seen as the task of using machine learning approaches to estimate the CATE. [2] Two major approaches to uplift modeling have emerged in the past 10 years. The first type of approach consists of "metalearners", which are standard machine learning algorithms combined in various ways to estimate the CATE. [3] , [12] The second type of approach to uplift modeling is based on modifying familiar machine learning algorithms such as classification and regression trees. [1] , [4] , [6] , [16] , [47] , [48] As an example, consider the recent Causal Random Forest algorithm introduced by [6] . This approach modifies the splitting criterion of the random forest algorithm in such a way that the sample is partitioned based on the heterogeneity of treatment effects in the resulting subgroups (rather than a standard classification split criterion).
This paper mainly focuses on discussing and extending the meta-learner approaches, which have two main advantages. First, they are easy to implement since standard base models can be used in the framework without changing the underlying algorithm. Second, meta-learners are computationally efficient since they can leverage the existing base model implementation that have been already optimized for code efficiency. Several popular meta-learners designed for one control and one treatment case are introduced below. In the following section, we introduce the meta-learners discussed in this paper.
IV. META-LEARNERS FOR UPLIFT MODELING A. Two Model approach
Perhaps the best known meta-learner is the Two Model approach, which was introduced for the first time almost 20 years ago. [14] The Two Model approach estimates the CATE byτ
However, as our experiments below show, this simple metalearner does not perform particularly well in many scenarios compared with other meta-learner approaches, such as X-Learner [3] and R-Learner [12] .
B. X-Learner
The X-Learner, which was proposed by [3] , starts by estimating the response functions μ 0 (x) and μ 1 (x) using any suitable regression methods and the data from the control and treatment groups, respectively. It then proceeds to estimate "pseudo-effects" D i for the observations in the control group asD
and for the individuals in the treatment groups as
where Y i is the observed value for the user. The pseudo-effects are then used as the outcome in another pair of regression methods to obtain the response functionsτ 0 (x) andτ 1 (x) for the control and treatment groups, respectively. Finally, these two estimators are combined to obtain the CATE as in [3] τ
with W i indicating the treatment assignment. For a detailed discussion of the algorithm and some related approaches, see [3] , [24] .
C. R-Learner
The other promising meta-learner is the R-Learner proposed by [12] . This approach uses any suitable method to estimate the propensity scoreê(x) and the mean outcomem(
CATE is then estimated as the following minimization task in [12] :τ
whereê
The reader should consult [12] for details.
V. UPLIFT MODELING FOR MULTIPLE TREATMENT GROUPS WITH DIFFERENT COSTS

A. Use Cases with Multiple Treatment Groups
Many use cases in practice contain multiple treatment groups, since there are often more than one new proposals for designing the product feature, communication content, promotion types, etc.
Below are two example use cases with multiple treatment groups, representing two typical use case categories:
• Multiple Treatment Groups with a Control: One marketing manager wants to make a personalized campaign strategy for each user: not sending the email (control), sending the email in template 1 (treatment 1), or sending the email in template 2 (treatment 2). The optimization task is to determine whether to send the email and which email template should be used for each user. • Multiple Treatment Groups Without a Control: One product team developed a new web page (visible to everyone so there is no default control) with three modules, and the team would like to personalize the module rank order for each user. There are in total 6 different possible rank order combinations as treatments. The optimization task is to find the best rank order for each user.
B. Use Cases with Different Costs
The uplift modeling approaches mentioned so far can be used for optimizing the CATE based on the assumptions that each treatment has equal cost. However, in practice, there are many scenarios with heterogeneous treatment cost and the optimization task needs to put cost into consideration.
There are two types of common treatment cost structures: (1) Fixed impression cost for each treated user. For example, sending a marketing campaign to users through paid channels (SMS, mail, ads, etc.) leads to a fixed cost for each send independent of the user's response. (2) Triggered cost for each converted user. For example, a promotion involving dollar values (e.g. 10%, 15%, 20% discount) will only take effect when the user places the order, and there is no promotion cost for users who do not make a purchase. The impression cost and triggered cost can be different among treatments because the treatment is delivered through different channels or involves different promotions.
We define the net value for a user as the conversion value offsetting the treatment cost. It is often desirable to maximize the conversion value while controlling the associated cost. Therefore, optimizing the net value is useful in a variety of use cases. While the models mentioned in previous section can be applied for optimizing the conversion rate, they cannot be directly applied for optimizing net value.
VI. PROPOSED MODELS
In this section, we describe the algorithms we propose to model uplift for multiple treatment groups as well as algorithms taking cost into account for optimization. In particular, we extend X-Learner and R-Learner to multiple treatment groups case. To our knowledge, neither of the algorithms have been extended to the multi-treatment context previously, so we are interested in evaluating how well they perform in this practically important setting. After explaining the two algorithms and the way in which we extend them to the multi-treatment case, we outline our strategy for incorporating information about the costs of different treatments into these uplift models.
A. Meta-learners for Multiple Treatment Groups 1) Extending X-Learner for Multiple Treatments:
Consider an experiment with a control group and m treatment groups. Here, we use any suitable regression method to estimate the response functions under each group:
where t j ∈ {t 0 , t 1 , ..., t m } with t 0 denoting the control group. We estimate μ t0 (x) using data from the control group and μ tj (x) using data from the j-th treatment group. We then proceed to estimate the pseudo-effects analogously, iẽ
whereD t0 i is estimated using control group data andD tj i is estimated using the data from the j-th treatment group. Finally, as in the two-group experiment, we use the pseudo-effects as the outcomes in another pair of regressions to obtainτ t0 (x) andτ tj (x).
In the multiple treatment group case, we need to estimate the propensity score
for each m experiment groups. Focusing on the case in which we compare each treatment group against the control, we then estimate the CATE for a given treatment group as follows:
Finally, to predict the best treatment group for an individual, we estimate τ tj aŝ
where notation of the formê (−1) tj indicates thatê tj has been estimated without using the i-th observation. We then simply compare which treatment group gives the highest predicted uplift for the individual and recommend that as the treatment group if the costs of treatments are equal.
2) Extending R-Learner for Multiple Treatments: We use the same strategy for the R-Learner. In the first step, we estimate m the propensity scoresê tj (x) and mean outcomeŝ m tj (x) using a suitable regression approach for each task. We then plug these estimators in the minimization task given in Equation 16 , which estimates the CATE of a given treatment for an individual in a holdout sample. The recommended treatment group for an individual is the one that gives the best uplift out of the m treatments, if the costs of the treatments are equal.
B. Net Value Optimization for Multiple Treatment Groups with Different Costs
This section proposes modified meta-learner models that estimate and optimize the net value uplift in a multi-arm context.
The following notations are used for formulating the value and cost structure:
• v: conversion value, assuming each conversion is weighted equally and the conversion value is a constant given as prior knowledge. • c tj for j ∈ {0, 1, 2, .., m}: impression cost for each treatment paid for each treated user, for example, the channel cost per send. • s tj for j ∈ {0, 1, 2, .., m}: triggered cost for each treatment paid for each converted user, for example, the promotion code applied by the user for purchase. The expected net value for user i under treatment t j can be defined as
The corresponding net value CATE can be expressed as
In the following two sections, we propose modifications to two promising meta-learners to estimate the net value CATE.
1) Extending X-Learner for Net Value CATE: To modify the X-Learner for estimating the net value CATE, we keep most part of the formulation unchanged, including the base models for estimating the outcome (8), propensity score model (10) , as well as the final CATE estimation equation (12) . The main modification happens to the pseudo-effects (9) . Instead of constructing the pseudo-effects on the original outcome variable Y , the modified X-Learner formulates the net value pseudo-effects as:D
where notation of the form x tj i indicates we have used the observations form the j-th treatment group.
A standard regression model can be fit on the net value pseudo-effects, and the corresponding estimator is denoted aŝ τ tj (x) for treatment t j . The rest of the algorithm follows the same as the X-Learner for multiple treatments.
2) Extending R-Learner for Net Value CATE: To use R-Learner for net value CATE estimation, most of the model structure and base model can be re-used. The component that needs to be modified is the optimization equation for CATE. For R-Learner, the standard CATE estimate is specified in equation (16), the CATE estimate on net value can be derived as:
where s i and c i are the cost based on the observed treatment on user i,s andc are the sample average of cost in the training dataset,ê (−i) (X i ) andm (−i) (X i ) are the same estimators as the regular R-Learner.
VII. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
In this section, the proposed models are evaluated empirically with both synthetic data and real data examples. This study also includes models that have been extended to the multiple treatment groups setting previously [4] , [8] .
A. Synthetic Data Example
The synthetic data for uplift modeling is generated based on a modified version of the classification data generation algorithm implemented in scikit-learn [49] Python library based on the algorithm designed for generating the Madelon dataset in [50] . There are different types of features in the uplift modeling data generation: (1) the informative classification feature influences the conversion probability for each unit, but does not affect treatment effect; (2) the uplift feature influences the treatment effect; (3) the mix feature is a random linear combination of the uplift feature and informative classification feature; (4) the irrelevant feature is independent of conversion rate and treatment effect. An example illustration of the relation between these features and the conversion can be found in Figure 1 .
The steps to generate the synthetic data are as follows:
• Create n units for each treatment group.
• For the ith unit, generate the conversion Y i based on the informative classification features with a base conversion probability p 0 , using the standard classification data set generation algorithm [50] . At this step, each treatment has the same expected mean of conversion. • For each user in the treatment group t j , generate the potential change Y i based on the uplift features with a uplift probability δ j , using the standard classification data set generation algorithm [50] . And then update the the conversion label:
The uplift features are different for different treatment groups in this study. • Create the mix feature by a random linear combination of a randomly selected uplift feature and a randomly selected informative classification feature. The linear coefficient is drawn from a standard uniform distribution of [−1, 1]. • Generate the irrelevant features by randomly sampling from the standard normal distribution N (0, 1). 1) Standard Two-Arm Trial: In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed models in a standard twoarm trial setting. This setting corresponds to a typical A/B test and it is the kind of setting on which the majority of uplift modeling literature has focused. Table I presents the parameters for the experiment.
The results of the experiment are shown in Table II . Our evaluation metric is based on the Area Under the Uplift Curve (AUUC). [2] , [4] , [5] , [8] This metric is calculated by sorting the observations in the testing set to 100 bins from the highest predicted uplift to the lowest. Because the treatment assignment is randomized, we have an approximately equal amount of treatment and control observation in each bin, which allows us to calculate the average treatment effect within each bin. We then calculate the average difference between the treatment and the control if only the highest p bins in the treatment are treated with the treatment condition. The best performing method according to this criterion is the one with the largest AUUC. Figure 2 presents the uplift curves for various algorithms in the two-arm experiment. 
2) Multiple Treatment Groups with a Control:
In this experiment, we move to the multiple treatment group setting. Here, we compare three treatment groups with different kinds of treatment effects and informative features against a control group that does not receive any treatment. The parameters for this experiment, which represents a situation that is very common in industry applications, are presented in Table I .
Uplift modeling in this kind of setting answers the question of whether an individual should receive a treatment and, if so, which treatment they should receive. As before, the AUUC is calculated by sorting the observations in the test set according to their predicted uplift and then calculating the average uplift that would be captured if the highest p percent of these observations were to receive the recommended treatment. However, this time the average treatment effect calculation within a bin involves only the control observations and those observations that happened to be in the treatment group in which they are predicted to have the largest treatment effect. This allows us to compare the prediction of the model to actually observed treatment effects. Figure 3 presents the uplift curves for the models under comparison and Table II summarizes the results. Unlike the two-arm scenario, the multiple-arm uplift curve can ends with different cumulative difference when 100% users are treated. In the two-arm case, the ending difference reflects the ATE for the treatment compared with the control, while in the multi-arm case, the ending difference reflects the ATE for the optimal personalized treatment the uplift model could find compared with control.
3) Multiple Treatments Without a Control: Another typical experimental setting is one in which we have a number of different treatment groups but no control group that would receive no treatment. In this setting, our goal is to determine which one out of the different treatment groups is the best one for a given individual in terms of the predicted uplift. We compared the performance of the algorithms using a dataset Fig. 3 . The uplift curve for various algorithms in the setting with three treatment groups and a control. The multi-treatment versions of R-Learner and X-Learner developed here provide better performance than the other algorithms proposed for the multi-treatment case. Fig. 4 . The Results of the Three-Arm Optimisation Task. The bars correspond to the difference in the outcome between those observations in the test sample who were in the recommended treatment group and those observations who were not in the recommended treatment group. The treatment group allocation achieved by the X-Learner and the R-Learner is comparable or better than the other approaches, although we also see strong performance by the ED algorithm.
with three treatment groups, using the simulation parameters described in Table I .
To determine the treatment group recommended by each algorithm, we ran pairwise comparisons between the treatments and selected a winner in each comparison based on the predicted uplift. The recommended treatment group for an individual was decided by majority voting. If the voting resulted in a tie, we assigned one of the recommended treatment groups randomly. As the outcome metric, we looked at the difference in outcome between those who were in the recommended treatment group and those who were not. Figure  4 presents the results of the experiment. In the net value optimization task, the net value meta-learner models show better results than the standard meta-learner models and the fixed treatment groups.
4) Net Value Optimization:
To evaluate the net value optimization models, the conversion value and treatment cost are added in the simulated dataset. The conversion value is assumed to be constant v = 1. The cost is varied in different simulation trials: denoting c m as a cost multiplier taking values in {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, the impression cost is s t0 = 0, s t1 = 0.01c m , s t2 = 0.02c m , s t3 = 0.1c m , and the triggered cost is s t0 = 0, s t1 = 0.01c m , s t2 = 0.1c m , s t3 = 0.5c m . To test the algorithms with different scenarios, the trials are designed to have: (i) impression cost only, (ii) triggered cost only, and (iii) both impression and triggered cost. In the trials with an impression cost only, all costs are assumed to be 0, and the triggered cost is varying with c m ; and vice versa for the trials with a triggered cost only. In the trials with both impression and triggered costs, both cost variables are varying with c m .
The results are summarized in Figure 5 . Among the different experiment groups, Treatment 3 has the highest conversion but also the highest cost, which leads to the lowest net value if the treatment is applied to all users. Control group, again, has no cost but the conversion rate is the lowest. The modeling goal is to personalize the experience in order to achieve the optimal net value. The uplift models (Standard R-Learner and Standard X-Learner) optimize the conversion rate without considering the cost, which leads to a sub-optimal result in terms of net value. The modified uplift models (Net Value R-Learner and Net Value X-Learner) achieve net values that overperform the control and any single treatment group, as well as the standard uplift models. This results shows that the net value optimization framework is successful in identifying the net value CATE at the individual level and making the tradeoff between value and cost.
B. Real Data Example
In this example, the proposed uplift models are applied to a real business use case. The dataset is collected from an online experiment of a promotion campaign. In this experiment, there are one control group and two treatment groups. In the control group, the users receive no communications. In the treatment groups, different types of promotions are sent to the users.
The goal of the promotion is to encourage users to start using a new product. While running a randomized experiment helps the team identify the best performing promotion and quantify its impact, applying an uplift model enables the team to personalize the targeting to maximize the net value given the budget. The value and cost numbers have been re-scaled to hide sensitive business information, but the evaluation statistics are representative of model performance.
The cost structure in the dataset is as follows. The control is the default experience and does not have any cost associated with it, treatment 1 is assigned an impression cost of 0.01 and a triggered cost of 0.2, and treatment 2 is assigned an impression cost of 0.01 and a triggered cost of 0.3. The triggered cost corresponds to the promotion amount when the user redeems the voucher, and the impression cost is the cost associated with the communication channel. Although the direct cost for the communication channel is minimal, the hidden cost is considerable: sending too many emails to a user can lead to unsubscribing. Such a hidden cost is quantified and included in the impression cost. The conversion value for each individual user is assumed to be 1.
The data is split into training data (600K observations) and testing data (800K observations). The models are trained on the training data, and applied to the testing data to report the performance. There are 139 features in the data. The hyperparameters used for the random forests models are: 50 trees, 10 features selected at each split, 10 as maximum depth, and 100 as minimum sample in each leaf. Figure 6 shows the results from different models on the testing data. Both net value optimization meta-learners perform significantly better in terms of the average net value than other models and original experiment groups. In contrast, neither of the standard meta learners is able to improve the net value, since they do not take the costs into account. It is worth noting that there is no guarantee the average conversion rate is higher in the net value optimization groups, since the models make a trade-off between the likelihood of incremental conversion and the associated cost. As an illustration of this trade-off, consider the conversion rates in the treatment groups, which are 0.53% in Control, 1.39% in Treatment 1 and 2.18% in Treatment 2. While the conversion in Treatment 1 is much better than in Control, the net value is worse when the relevant costs are taken into account. One typical situation in which the net value optimization algorithms can reduce the average conversion while increasing the expected net value is when the incremental conversion value (as the incremental conversion probability times the conversion value) of the promotion is lower than the known cost. To meet the increasing demand for applying uplift modeling in different business scenarios at Uber, the uplift models are being implemented at scale in a machine learning platform for a broad set of use cases. Figure 7 shows the system design for the platform implementation. The training data processor combines treatment group tags, outcome labels and user features into a consumable data frame for model training. The model training module fits multiple uplift models and selects the best performing model based on an evaluation metric (such as the AUUC score) using cross-validation. The trained model is then stored in a model file to be picked up by a model prediction module. The model prediction module makes predictions on users who are considered as the target cohort for a new campaign. The generated user-level uplift scores can be pushed to an online service (such as in-product notification and recommendation, advertisement, etc.), offline service (such as customer relationship management platform for email, SMS, etc.), or a data store.
VIII. PLATFORM IMPLEMENTATION
The system takes user inputs and configurations for selecting the target metric (Y ) and features, identifying the corresponding experiment, defining a cohort filter if a segment of users is of interest, configuring the model hyperparameters (including the cost and value assignment), and determining the targeting cohort cut-point (e.g. selecting top 50% of users with the highest uplift score for final targeting). The system outputs can be produced through different procedures: the online service can call the model predictor as a service and get the predicted score in real time, or the offline service can schedule the model predictor to run batch jobs on a designed cadence and push the batch results to a destination data base.
IX. CONCLUSION
Multiple treatment groups are commonly seen in practice when there are multiple channels, designs, content, or strategies to provide a service to users. In this paper, we extended the existing framework of meta-learners to the multiple treatment groups case. In addition, we proposed net value optimization models to take the value of conversion as well as the varying costs of treatments into account. We evaluated these models empirically in a number of scenarios against other models that have been proposed for the multiple treatment case. In the empirical study, the proposed models showed comparative advantage in optimization measures and computation speed. As uplift modeling is being implemented on a platform, one direction for future work is to discuss the practical challenges and lessons from large-scale applications in multiple areas. For example, examining and improving the quality of training data can be critical for model performance. Another area for future work is to extend the proposed uplift models to regression problems, where the incremental value in a continuous metric is of interest for optimization.
